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About This Content

An ominous shadow of the Axis Alliance is being cast over the sands of Africa. The scorching hot African sky will soon burn
with the flames of heavy cannons and fill with smoke of bullet-ridden fighter planes. Become Britain’s top pilot and help the

Allies repel the Nazi threat. Face the infamous general Rommel, clash with his forces above Tobruk and stand up to the
challenge in one of the most pivotal battles on the African front – the Battle of El Alamein.

 Key Faetures

Adds The Sands of Africa Campaigns to Dogfight 1942
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I love this game a lot. It is truly unique and makes me think. It is also a lot of fun to play and has good graphics.. I really like this
game because it's not too hard but also not too easy. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=h3uBr0CCm58. It's a good'un. I wish
it focused on human enemies (many weapon skills are useless on demons), and less complicated upgrade system for weapons. I
also DO NOT like the distracting ki spark system at all, which is necessary to master in order to quickly regain stamina. That
said, it looks and plays great and there's a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ton of weapons and armor, and several
unique fighting styles.. Aesthetically beautiful, with great atmosphere and a strong soundtrack, I really wanted to like this game.
Unfortunately, it is an ultimately shallow experience. I'm happy replaying short games if they're engaging, but The Yawhg
proved to be pretty vapid... even when making choices to get good endings, the results are always underwhelming; in fact, the
whole experience, outside of the visual and aural presentation is underwhelming.

The Yawhg provides a beautiful facade but is ultimately a very hollow game.. Another fantastic Add-on from Victory works.
2007 game with insane graphics. Did I forget to mention this game is from 2007?! gameplay is awesome as well. Playing this
game feels more like watching a movie than playing a game. The game, when you are playing it, is challenging, fun and does not
get repetitive very often; however, sometimes you can continue killing smaller enemies with one or two blows from your demon
hand.

I would say that this was one of those games which scared me off because it seemed like it would take me too long to finish it...
Not to mention that for some reason my framerate would drop from 40-50 to 10 in certain indoor corridors and that completely
put me off; but then again that is probably my not-top-of-the-range hardware (I have a high-end laptop, but not an Alienware).

People who like Final Fantasy but like to fight their own battles (as opposed to the select attack fighitng system) would love this
game.. You give me NiCO I give you money
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Played with WMR and worked great even if it says the controllers wont work when you first start it lol. Having a blast. If you
like Clash Royal then this is for you!. If it was possible to give a game a thumbs up but at the same time not recommend it
Pathologic 2 would be the perfect game to use that system. Pathologic is one of the greatest games ever made in my opinion,
and this game, like its predecessor, I would not recommend to any other person. Pathologic is a game where being alive sucks
and then you starve and die. There is a number of people who consider the story to be interesting but the survival mechanics
overbearing, which is greatly confusing as the point of the game is that you are being crushed under the weight of responsibility
and being alive. You are not meant to beat this game, you are meant to play this game until you can't or do not wish to any
longer.

Negative reviews based on the technical aspects of the game, which yes there is some stuttering, some load times seem wonky,
some textures are blurry and don't always load in correctly. These are fair criticisms of the game, but critiquing the survival
systems at play when they work exactly as intended just shows how young the industry of video games is. We have an almost
limitless capability to showcase the human experience and almost always it is reduced to a leisure activity that needs to be fun. It
is fine if that is all you want out of the medium but it is a rather boring prospect to imagine that is all it can be forever.

So Pathologic. I suppose I recommend this game if you want to feel bad. If you want to think about how fragile your life and the
lives of others are. This is not a Dark Souls, you aren't expected to do better and be better every attempt with the expectation
that you will at some point "win" and see the ending, you surely can, but that's not the point of the game. The point is that the
implacable foe known as death doesn't care who you are or what you think you should accomplish before the end. At some point
difficulty sliders will be added but I will echo the developers when I say you shouldn't use them. It's okay for you to not be able
to finish a game. Try your best, do good before you die, and do the same in the game too.. THIS GAME!

For the price paid? Just get it! I really really enjoyed it, pay very little and have a lot of fun for the price.

10\/10 would play again, I haven't complete it yet but I definitely will, check out my YouTube video for a little bit of gameplay
down there:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=tbidsHJuX8E&feature=youtu.be. I played beta from a long time and it's awesome. I love
how this horror is building tense without rough jumpscares. If you want play Amnesia but in Space - check out Phantaruk.. I'm a
new vive user and bought this game in a bundle. Its good arcade fun and differnt to other vrgames ive played so far.

im only on world 3 (as i suck at the moment) but looks like i have a long way to go to unlock all the planes and worlds etc.

Overall its great game at a great price!. Activision = $ Grabber and NO Respect back
I mean, look at the release date then look again at this RIDICULOUS price!
#SmellTheCoffee
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